
with any confidence that they will not 
to their recalcitrance. I am forced to 
whose appearance in Noesis would have 
the Society and the readership. While 
I'm through holding my breath. 

Because the CTMU is based on human reasoning itself, it cannot be 
successfully reasoned against by humans; it defines the exact 
relationship between subjective and objective reality, and thus 
between the structure of the human mind and the structure of the 
outward universe. If you were to argue chronically with yourself 
to the effect of annihilating your own capacity for reason, you'd 
be no less rational than one who compulsively resists the CTMU. 

When you write of "highly complex causality" and "the instant time 
began', you are squarely in CTMU territory. When you state that 
"we and the rest of nature are automata", you equate tne theories 
of psychology, nature, mild automata, and thereby embrace the only 
model that can do this consistently (the CTMU). Your own assump-
tions imply the model. You must either accept the CTMU, or abandon 
your assumptions and replace them with wrong ones. 

Re your views on Special Relativity: S.R. is based on the idea of 
the universe as a homogeneous isotropic sphere without center or 
boundary. it thus assumes that the algebraic structure of the uni-
verse has a subjectively distributed identity. For there to be an 
"absolute velocity" (or absolute space, time or mass), the physi-
cal universe would need to have a "preferred frame" akin to a 
"center of mass (or inertia)". Whether it does or not, the covari-
ance of physical laws - which makes it impossible to tell locally 
whether any frame is or is not preferred in this way - means that 
in effect, no frame is preferred. So the identity of the Lorentz 
transformation group is subjectively distributed, and space, time 
and mass have only relative meaning (space, time and mass are thus 
treated as subjectively-relativized information, a situation gen-
eralized in Noesis 71 as the empyreon). You call some special rel-
ativistic measurements 'illusory". But for something to be "illu-
sory', it must either be irrelevant to all real contexts, or there 
must be some realizable context in which it can be proven false. 
S.R. rules out any such context. 

Although you sometimes show insight to the numerical aspects of 
S.R., you must try to remember that all successful theories are 
based on general principles developed through sound logic. The 
logic always precedes the quantitative implications. This applies 
to both S.R. and the CTMU. It's been suggested that I provide the 
members with equations to toy with instead of asking them to 
follow the underlying logic. This would be the conceptual equiva-
lent of giving an infant a computer instead of a pacifier, or fil-
ling the pilot's seat of an airborne plane with someone who has 
persistently scorned flying lessons. So read this reply carefully; 
1 -won't respond further if it looks like you didn't. 

Finally, let me encourage you in what seers to be an avid search 
for truth. Someone with your strong ability to question prevailing 
notions has a head start in the search for knowledge. if you can 
succeed in mastering the logic of your theses, you may one day 
emerge as a thinker of the first rank. Chris Langan 
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RON HOEFLIN'S LATEST TRIAL TEST 

TRIAL TEST 7 

Ronald K. Hoeflin 
P. 0. Box 539 

New York, NY 10101 

There is no fee to have your attempt at 
these five problems scored, but if you have not 
paid $25 for the entire series of tests you 
should at least enclose a stamped, self-
addressed envelope if you reside in the U.S. 

(1) Suppose an ant tries to crawl 
along the entire gridwork of 

wires shown at right starting at 
any point, covering every portion 
of wire at least once, and never 
leaving the wire. What is the minimum distance 
the ant must crawl in order to successfully ac-
complish its mission, given that each small 
square is one inch by one inch, for a total of 
24 inches of wire in all it must traverse? 

be instantly corrected. Due 
withhold other applications 
been highly advantageous to 
this situation may change, 
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(2) Suppose that wires are strung 
so as to form the edges of a 

regular octahedron, one side of which 

is depicted at right. If an ant 
crawls along the wires starting at any point, 
never leaving the wires, and covering every 

portion of the wire .at' least once, what is the 
minimum distance it would have to travel if 
each side of each equilateral triangle forming 

the eight sides of the octahedron is one inch 
in length, for a total of 12 inches of wire 
to be traversed? 

(3) If lightbulbs are put at two different cor- 
ners of a square, two distinct patterns 

are possible: one in which the bulbs are at op-
posite ends of a side of the square, and one in 

which the bulbs are diagonally across from one 
another. If lightbulbs are put at four differ-
ent corners of a cube, how many distinct pat-
terns are possible? 

(4) If lightbulbs are placed at three differ-
ent vertices of a regular octahedron, how 

many distinct patterns are possible? 

many 
of a 

(5)  
vertices of a regular dodecahedron, how 
distinct patterns are possible? One side 
regular dodecahedron is depicted below. 

If lightbulbs are placed at two different 

END OF TEST 
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"frozen out" of the system, deprived of both grant money and the 

credibility necessary to get alternative funding. So money is usu-

ally obtained only by yielding control of one's scheduling func-

tion to money itself, or to those who have it. 

Thus, maintaining control of your scheduling function for the 

benefit of your own intellectual projects - what you call "intel-

lectual freedom" - makes it unlikely that you will accumulate 

large amounts of money. This implies a correlation between poverty 

and intellectual freedom, at least for those not in the inheri-

tance business. 

But familiarity with poverty is just as important for other 

reasons. It breeds contempt for blind materialism, giving you the 

strength to swim against the vortex of waste and overconsumption 

threatening our future. And it enhances compassion for that part 

of humankind living in squalor and deprivation, encouraging you in 

the search for and implementation of solutions. History shows that 

when the "haves" ignore the "have-nots", a turnabout is inevitable 

...particularly when the have-nots are in the vast majority. Since 

a violent turnabout could at this point spell the end of civiliza-

tion, and since you can't solve a problem without understanding 

it, a first-hand knowledge of poverty can be a beneficial thing, 

provided it doesn't interfere with your just purposes. 

By global standards, none of us is poverty-stricken. But by modern 

first-world standards, I grew up poor and have pretty much stayed 

that way. I'd like to acquire the means to spend all of my time 

solving problems of great depth, scope, and importance. But, being 

rational. I also want others - both of the present and future - 

to share the wealth of our species, including the ecological and 

biological diversity of this planet. Conspicuous concentration and 

consumption of resources without higher purpose is inconsistent 

with this end, and should not be encouraged by intelligent and 

conscientious people. 

Personal wealth does not necessarily imply a lack of compassion or 

an unrealistic worldview. But given the realities of human nature, 

it certainly promotes it. The evidence is all around you. I don't 

require that you shed all your worldly possessions and wander the 

countryside in sackcloth. But I do require that you reject smug 

materialism in the face of worldwide economic disaster. As an eco-

nomic strategy, it entails a huge collective risk and is therefore 

irrational. A mathematical proof can be constructed using the 

theory of metagames (see Noes's 45). 

The level of your criticism implies that you believe the CTIU to 

be no more substantial than any other theory involving "subjectiv-

istic" interpretations of probability, quantum theory, and so on. 

This would be an error. The C7MU is vastly more sophisticated than 

anything with which you could previously have been familiar (if 

the comment reported on the bottom of page 2. Noesis 
72 was made 

with knowledge of the CTMU, it proves that yet other members can't 

distinguish sophisticated from unsophisticated theories). Previous 

descriptions of the CTMU are nothing if not concise (read the syn-

opsis and footnotes of the Noesis 71 paper). It has already been 

extensively applied in Noesis. While some members still claim to 

disagree with the applications, they are flatly unable to say Wu 
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computability of external automata to hard data about their past 
behavior). This implies a subjective "arrow of time'. Reasoning in 
reverse, quantum negentropy implies the matrix noncommutativity 
from which Heisenberg inferred the uncertainty relation, and means 
only that commutative algebra is insufficiently complex to model 
the algebraic structure of time and reality (the whole point of 
Noesis 71 was to define an algebraic model of reality that is 
better and more comprehensive than the simpler commutative and 
noncommutative algebras defined within it). 

Heisenberg uncertainty is just the physical analogue of a very 
general logical relationship found in everything from statistics 
to information and computation theory. Whether or not Heisenberg 
derived it "by accident", it stands up to logical scrutiny. If you 
want to see what a symbolic derivation of uncertainty might look 
like, try Godel's papers on undecidability; what can't be proven 
is just anotner perspective on what can't be measured. 

8. When you speak of the total determinacy of the universe "from 
the moment that time began", you obligate yourself to furnish de-
finitions of determinacy and tine. Like every thinker who has 
tried to do this, you will be forced to invoke concepts like 
causality and induction. Once you do that, the CTMU establishes 
that time is not merely a line perpendicular to space; it has a 
complex algebraic structure (reread Noesis 71). This structure 
promotes the definition of higher orders of determinacy. As a part 
of reality with certain properties, your mentation fits into this 
structure in a way conducive to some degree of self-determination. 
Reread footnote 2 in my paper; it's a marvel of clarity. 

9. When you state that "we and the rest of nature are automata", 
you are embracing the CTMU. Remember what CZWU stands for: the 
Computation Theoretic Model of the Universe. The CTMU is a model 
of reality designed to accomodate mechanistic, organic, cognitive, 
formal, linguistic, contextual, purposeful, and all other inter-
pretations of reality. If you don't have copies of Noesis 44-49, 
order them from the editorial staff; I'm out of them. 

10. My admission of a "tough childhood" was prompted by Jane 
Clifton's blanket pronouncement that members of 10 societies are 
"culturally advantaged underachievers" (Noesis 67, p. 10). A 
Lough childhood is a major disadvantage which may, by force of 
will, be turned to advantage. I.e., overcoming adversity builds 
character, and character is indispensable in the search for intel-
lectual insight (especially of the profoundest variety). 

There is nothing particularly noble about poverty for poverty's 
sake. But consider this: you state that people are "automata". 
Then their mental productions are computed. In computation theory, 
the scheduling of computations is known to be critical; priorities 
must be identified and implemented in the proper order to achieve 
computative efficiency in most cases. 

The level of competition for money is high; when you chase it, it 
becomes your top priority. When you work for or under another for 
pay, accepting his priorities becomes your top priority. And when 
you're functioning in an academic or scholastic capacity, your 
failure to adopt conventional priorities can result in your being 
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't NOTE & OTHER STUFF FROM DARYL INNIA's 
including KEVIN LANGDOMS IJGHT 

Dear Rick. 

CoukI you print this article in Nom& and ask he membership what this "Ilkdi phenomenon iv! Ii 
worms quite interesong. 

Thanks. 

Daryl Inman 

PS Alsoeawk,ecd w Kevin Lanedon s revised LAIT called the LIGHT. I look "and sent it to Km in 

32 A Irks &WM Wairana Thursday, August  6, 1992 

Unconquerable 'blob' baffles, bedevils 
Venezuelan motorists 

At first It covered 50 yards then 
100 yards. Then mil, And now 
eight miles, though the blob con-

, tracts and expends depending on 
the weather Rain and heat make 
he substance grow: cold and 

• ryness make It shrink The blob 
Is° seems to like it beet inside tun. 
els. and it ureters the uphill lanes 

grades rather than level roads. 
In a nation where corruption is 

odentic. many Venezuelans think 
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FinGayMaa 
:nip Oen 

CARACAS. Yew.' uela — The 
.1r:tong is easy The road is smooth 
And then suddenly. 'be car spins 
cad swirls out of control as "skates 
zlong a laver 01 too that mysten-
thsiv covers bienways here 

enezuelaus cell the ROO 'Le 
Mancha Nene — the black stain — 
nit itS really more like a blob. a 
:nick black statue with the consist-
ency ot chewing gum. No one 
knows what it is. No one knows 
where it Crean Irani. No One knows 
how to get rid out 

Some say it s oil Mom from ; 
lousy asphalt. Other, say ith oil fall-
ing from overworked car manes. It 
toad be barbed rubber from 
frayed tires. Some people think It's 
alterthe above. 

Motorists are petrified of the 
blob- Government officials are em. 
bat and WOW. Thera 
rent Millions of dollars tsysmg to 
and net what it is. Pang soma of 
the country's ben mina and ax-
pens nom the United &Ma. Can-
ada and Europe 

They've armed a national com-
panion to study the blob. and even 

tederal tent  investigate. 
"We don' know Whet It it We 

clean It away and it coma beck the 
next day. RI frablening." sad Ar. 
-tiro Carmel. an engineer and Vire 
president Ole company trying to re-
move the goo Iona a mapx Cane
Mobwat 

 

• Mr Carvamth company and Ad I 
others have tried walling sway the 
blob with prenonzed water and de. I 
lenient They ve tried blowing it 
away with pressurized en. They've • 
tried drying it up with piles of pub 
vented limestone And they've 
scraped it away by repeatedly re- • 
placing the top laver oi asphalt on 
some blob-infested Mamas. 

At time% the government has de, • 
dared victory. only to have the 
blob return bigger and balder than • 
ever. And its reproducing. some- i 
how moving Iron one highway to 

, the next throughout Venezuela 
, The blob also is • killer More 
; 

 
than LIEN motorists have died in • 
the past live years on one kmile 

• stretch of blobcovered  highway 
; that leads Iron Caracas to the city's 
International airport- 

"Drama with La Menthe Metre 
• 

 
is lake driving in • grand prix You 

i got to be caret ut or you II die ' said 
Antoine Perez. a Caracas cabdriver 

o Iceguently deah with the blo 
I on the airport highway 
• 11 is on this road five years ago 
'that La Mancha Nemo appeared. 
I The government was patching up 
the 30-sear-old concrete highway 
with asphalt when the first Shiny 

i blotches appeared. Few auntie-
tans took notice. 

Someone made big money — and 
unexpectedly crested the blob — by 
eying cheap asphalt that bleeds oil 

when the temperature riges 
That's where the Inda Comm in 

He has been investigating charges 
'corruption since last year, but no 

one has n lingered Not the Min-
Istry of Transportation and Comma. 
II:canons whtch It responsible for 
taking care of the nations high-

- ways Not the Venesoelan national 

oil company which provided them. 
phalt 

"There could be corruption but 
who knows for sure? Everybody is 
giving a different explanimon Itt • 
total mystery." said Rath Capella. 
Venezuela's foremost whistle-
blower and author of the two-vol-
ume Conwpiton Dictionary. 11 com 
pendlas of the natton1 worst awn 
of graft 

Ms Capraa hie moo Venene. 
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partial subsets of lesser apparent complexity. As the product' of 
minds prey to uncertainty, the science of man is uncertain. This 
uncertainty inevitably manifests itself at the quantum level (note 
that I've just given a computative and set-theoretic justification 
of uncertainty independent of Heisenberg's). 

Saying that human science can master reality amounts to saying 
that reality is reducible to simulation within the material brains 
of humans. This would effectively deny all distinctions external 
to physical human brains and is regressively solipsistic (use your 
dictionary if this seems like "jargon"). Furthermore, this thesis 
directly violates Code) 's theorems. There's just no way to support 
it. Accordingly, any valid theory of reality must contain room for 
the negation of this thesis. The CM fills the breach. 

7. The resolution of nonzero subunary probabilities as 1 or 0 is a 
phenomenon known in quantum theory as collapse. Collapse occurs at 
definite points in time. &Considered as measures of subjective Ig-
norance, nonzero subunary probabilities exist both before and 
after collapse, depending on the observer's access to the 0-or-1 
information. But even under the best of circumstances, this infor-
mation is always unverifiable prior to collapse (because the 
energy required to measure a "particle" is sufficient to disrupt 
its motion). So "subjective' probabilities are the only ones that 
exist for your purposes at the pre-collapse stage. 

The thesis that physical "hidden variables" exist which determine 
quantum wavefunction collapse has been experimentally invalidated 
in independent confirmations of EPR-Bell "quantum-nonlocality" ef-
fects. If total quantum determinacy exists, the determinants can't 
exist physically (where physical existence entails obedience to 
the locality principle and decidability by localistic techniques). 
What qualifies as "physical" depends on what physicists can see. 

If you want to have hidden determinants - which you apparently do - 
you have only one recourse: to stratify determinacy with respect 
to reality. Thus, the CTMU allows for hidden factors by generaliz-
ing the Cosmological Containment Principle from "The physical 
universe contains all that is physical and nothing that is not' to 
'Reality contains all that is real and nothing that is not', where 
reality is a metaphysical generalization of physics. Since hidden 
determinants are inductively associated with portions of physical 
reality including human beings, they are indistinguishable from 
what we call volition. Destination: free will, CM-style. 

We might call the directed nature of the transition from (0...1) 
to (0 v 1/ probability quantum negentropy. In quantum mechanics, 
operators corresponding to complementary observables do not com-
mute, implying an uncertainty relation among observables. Quantum 
wave-function collapse resolves this uncertainty by providing the 
information ex post facto, through observation of some past event. 
This information can't be used to predict future quantum events; 
quanta emitted due to the past event are again indeterminate. 

Quantum negentropy is the collapse-mediated juxtaposition of past 
certainty and future uncertainty; present collapse converts our 

former uncertainty about the future into certainty about the past 

(just as acquisition by a Turing machine converts the future in- 
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le A calm count° manularaures coins m eight Melia *nom 
nations. from I piaster to 300 palters. The rams between Mimeo 
denominalym 'null either 2. 2-1/2. net  To purmase a 69-piaster 
souvemr. a Munn goes nit seller One ann and menet one cern in 
=change 

Which of the folloynny is true' 

A. There are both 5.poster and 34.piasier coins 
B. them is a Splatter cots but to 30master coin 
C Theresa ligoasier coo but no 5.master coin 
D llore is neither a 5-piaster nor, Moaner coin 
E None of the alternatives above can be pommels 

established Iron the 'Normals°. goer 

17. Erich of the so rumen om through su on a certain display car. 
be tic or unit. A random combination ol numbers is la If ine total L.: 
all numbers hi is twelve inc number irail leen to be lit is 

Al B Cl Di ES 

IS A man plays a game of Russon mu tem 'the following my. hi 
puts two balk is in a sot-chamber cylinder and pats the trigger noce 
The cylinder is spun Praire the lint °mi. but a may or may not be d 
spun anti pulling,, ilte Iirsi bullet and alter taking the fust 1501 

Which of the following so ualions perdue/SS Ole hymn probability of 
mortar 

A. Spinning the cylinder alter loading the fast bullet. and 
Spinning again Sher the lust shoi 

B. Spinning the [yielder niter loading the first bullet oats 
C. Spinning the &tinder after Ming the first shot anis 
D. Not spinning the cylinder other alter loading the fin 

bullet or alter the first sad. 
E. llte probability It the Same (or all ase 

It geom. 

a 2.1.12 "Jim container (uU ol water. 
an empty 1 plain container. 
'1-1/2 pound weight. 
92-1/2 pound weight. 
a 4-1/2 pound weight. 
a 6-1/2 pound weight. and 
a 2-pan balance 

Each 1511cr weighs fine pounds A pini of rater weighs onc 
pound se of the moms is slightly InaCCIirale-ellher lighter or 
heasscr than Ille weight indicated above Which mg hi is ineCeursie 
and in which direction 

A. an he determined in three weighings 
B. can be determined in four reighings 
C. can be determined Ls 'Catch might in twowashings, 

but which direction it n off cannot necansanly be 
determined. 

D. can be dee:mince as to Muth weight in three weighints 
but which direction II LS OIL cannot neognanly be 
determined 

E cannot be determined Irmo the men conditions 

20. Each digit of the display of a dome clock is made hy lighting a 
specifiC ccendnation ol sesta light segments. as lobos°, 

PART It 

Mle-wl I  oLNEOUS SYSIROLJC PROBLEMS 

II. One third of the members of a parliamentary body are elected 
at two ream The body has so Comminees. Each manber of the 
bode is a Member of at least one commutee. and no member is a 
member oil more than Me committees. No immunise has more than 
eleven members. Each pair at tommitteet lus erectly two member 
in common The chairman us member of the Rules Committee and 
n no other committee. Each member IN the Budget Committee is 
also. member ot another committee. The last digit of the number of 
memben cut the paniamentor body is- 

A2 a3 C 4 0.0 
E Ii cannot be determined Iron the Information given 

12 To beton playing a cenam mrd pme. an ordinary deck of playing 
Cares is dcali out completely to four platen. Each player looks at his 
cards and passes one card to the player on his left. A Mayer does not 
Wok "list cards passed to him until he has passed, card. It. player 
has more than one king. he mint pats a king if he hat on° one king. 
he my not pass it. Now UMW rounds of pasties ale necessary to 
insure that each player has one king? 

Al 0.4 C5 0.6 E.? 

13. An =meat the Civic Club newsletters-hut one meeting ni =eh of 
four conseenum months. Civic Club memags an had on she then 
Tuesday of each month. The meeting on she 15111 is the lint one 
listed: the meeting on the 21st n the third one hued. The lint month 
lists is 

A June B. July 
C. November D. December 
E It cannot be delenamed from the given conditions 

14 A MIA 01 49 spots are disInbuted over the facet of Iwo cubical 
doe. How they are distributed is unknom M you. Om den rolled 

You taw the dice shown: you °trawl tee Member three Mks 

Al this point, you can 

• mil Mesa:nod die and bet even money that the tonal will 
be orbs or better 

• bah dice tad bet even money that the total will be 
eight or baler. or 

• pass 

To marmot your =petted Mures y011 should 

A bet and rob the second die 
B. bet Mid roll tab dm 
C. 
D ron rolling either 'he Second deny bath dice each has 

the same =peeled payoff 
E het or pus: all moans lune Mc same expected mac 

15 TOY ate given One ted token. one yellow token, one blue taken. 
'Soon mem token. Tokens may be temente accordsng M the IN. lowing Ales. 

B. R-19 
2R • G B 
3? • R G 
40 • B Y 

Note that each equation. in as entirety represents a merle comer-
man 'mutual 

Which or the followmg is not true 

A The maximum number of tokens en your preSelShOgi alter 
any conversion ism 

B. The 10.11111111110 Milner of tokens in your possession after 
any CarterSiOn o three 

C Alter all legal convertiom you are left with one red 
tok.m. two senor tokens, and three pan tokens 

O. A total of thirteen onaverstons are pc•sible 
E. A total of three committees of std tokens ate pawl*. 

19 lots 

(Note how the ea seven and nine are constructed. Some dqual 
&gnaw use When= cote° col leg represent Mme 
digns r 

The clock dtsplavi hours and minutes. in the one HILMM. and is 
operating property amps IOU uto One oil the Segelell“ in the rtgrn. 
most dig's of the display may be burned out 

The last digit of the mnumum number of minims which ma nape 
between a perfenly and usuantaneously logical assent. (Who is 
mare of the fans above) beginning to imam the deck and the 
moment hens able todeduceweal time a IS IS 

A. does B. loch C. 2 or 7 
D. lor13 E. 4 or So 
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by That being his friend". This is the strategy being used against 
me by a couple of our higher-profile subscribers, and it's pretty 
silly. Your indignation, if righteous, should be redirected. 

If you knew the history of the present situation, you would know 
that the CT4U and I have been repeatedly "denigrated" even as I 
did my best to soothe the egos of critics. My contributions have 
met with responses ranging from flawed logic to inane psychobabble 
("paranoid"; "apocalyptic"). The situation was and is ridiculously 
lopsided. But morally, it is in my favor. 

3. At no point do I resort to undefined "Jargon" (purposeful 
neologisms) unless the definition is either obvious or implied in 
the neighborhood of the term. I apologize for excluding glossaries; 
I'm painfully aware that Noesis contains little room for them. I 
usually say as much as possible as tersely as possible. Any effort 
to understand the CTMU is ultimately its own reward. 

4. I'm relieved to hear that you prefer the "real" universe. For a 
minute there, you had me wondering. The CTML, being a very powerful 
theory of reality, should find in you an avid supporter. 

5. I infer that you're in a "quandary" because you cannot be "pro-
choice" on the abortion issue (Noesis 69, p. 9) unless you believe 
in choice. You do not (p. 10, same issue). Since inconsistent uni-
verses are doomed to self-annihilation, you remain well-advised to 
leave yours and enter mine. I very seldom "presume" anything when 
I can reason to my conclusions instead. 

You're not alone. Everybody in this group is caught in similar 
quandaries generated by conventional inconsistent worldviews. That 
is why I remain obligated to publically correct those who cling 
obstinately to fallacies while scorning a superior viewpoint (the 
CTMU). Their "humiliations" are not any responsibility, but theirs. 
I do sympathize with them. But until I see a change, my duty is 
clear: to show everyone that any attempt to ignore or argue with 
the CTMU is to invite strictly one-sided rectification. Until 
higher duty calls, I'll see to this one and seek applause later. 

6. You say that there is no uncertainty in nature. But man, which 
you define as an automaton and thus as a mere part of physical 
nature - which you also define as an automaton - has a very great 
deal of uncertainty regarding himself and the rest of nature. The 
existence of man thus implies the existence of uncertainty in 
nature, and your thesis ,contradicts itself. 

Because you are a man, and thus by your nature uncertain, you can-
not factor uncertainty out of your theories of nature. Regardless 
of what science can in principle discover, your uncertainty regar-
ding specific facts Is unavoidable. This is because your brain is 
but a tiny part of reality, and cannot presume to have the same 
computative capacity as reality at large. You don't see spacetime 
as a completed whole; you see tiny parts of spatiotemporal cross-
sections and are flatly ignorant about what you'll see in the 
future. All you ran do is extrapolate from your own mental charac-
teristics given past observations, or reason inductively about 
spatiotemporal sets from spatial and temporal elements thereof. 
But no law of nature requires that sets be wholly determined by 
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.t 22 

Dear Bob: I'm going to reply to your points in order and with 
minimal vocabulary. 

O. Of course I jest; what's life without laughter? if not. I'd be 
totally out of place among buddies like the irrepressible Jojo 
Einstein! But seriously, folks... 

I. The complexity (information content) of a theory must equal 
that of the phenomena it describes. As reality is complex, so for 
any theory thereof. The same criterion applies to language. That's 
why the reduction of specialized 'jargon' to basic vocabulary gen-
erally leads to a manyfold increase in length if detail is not to 
be sacrificed. Furthermore, the choice of appropriate terminology 
is of primary importance and should not be postponed. It saves 
confusion and mental labor, and delaying its introduction under 
conditions of limited space makes no sense. Theories and languages 
compress information; the former by axioms, theorems, and rules of 
inference, and the latter by specialized syntax and terminology 
(see Noesis 46, p. 2-3; kcientific American, Sept. 92, p. 88). 

I also note at this point your use of the term 'likely', referring 
to a range (li) of probabilities .5 < (131 < I. Using nonzero sub-
unary probabilities to refer to possible homomorphisms between 
reality and theories thereof amounts to using such probabilities 
to measure the applicability of physics to observation (where 
observations are real and physics is a theory designed to explain 
observations). This implies that physical reality contains the 
basis for nonzero subunary probabilities. (Don't let this confuse 
you; analyse it until you understand how your own hidden assump-
tions imply my case.) 

2. I'm sorry if you inferred that I lack respect for the intel-
lects of others. I meant to imply no disrespect. But after several 
years of circular argumentation, I've determined conclusively that 
some members of this group have more confidence in their illogical 
opinions than knowledge of logic. In a society that claims to con-
sist exclusively of geniuses, that just doesn't wash. 

Whenever any member of Mega has offered or even implied a substan-
tive criticism of the CTMU, he has been set straight immediately. 
Accordingly, it has become fashionable to slight the CTMU without 
reference to its content (e.g.. see Noesis 71 and 72). After what 
I've been through since 1988, any impartial observer would agree 
that I'm justified in saying whatever I please about the intel-
lects of those who dispute it without saying why (e.g. Noesis 72. 
page 3). Vet, I continue to honor them by addressing their objec-
tions and omissions, no matter how inspecific or nonsensical. 

When you imply that superior minds can always reach each other by 
means of rational discourse, you are idealizing. It has now been 
empirically established that rationality is unrecognizable and ir-
relevant to Mega Society political dynamics. The reasons are clear 
enough. When some member of a group is intellectually dominant. 
having some kind of ability or information that others lack, he 
threatens to become politically dominant. But this may not please 
those currently in power. Among small children, an instinctive 
avoidant strategy is to stifle the dominant child by ignoring him 
or pretending not to hear or understand him; to 'make him go away' 
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ROBERT 3. HANNON 4.73 Starters Lane Sarasota FL 342313-5626 
7 Aug 92  

Chris  
Bea 131 • 
Speen.. NY 11972 

Dear Chris. FtEt NOES15 71 

Surely you 3 eee 99  , 

A basic belief the more complex • thirery about any aspect of 
nature. the less likely It is to be valid. 

You do little to gain support Of yOur via. by repeated  
that these who do net agree sixth you are intellectually 1 tttttt or 

Sur•ly super itir  can and should Calorific@ the 
raer•ly intellAgenti denigration  degrades its perpetrator. 

It may be that your CTPOLI or truly profound insights. 
but your ttttt nq style does virtually nothing to  
Sentences Inaraqr•phs91  composed entirely of JargonOOOOOO little 
to those un tttttttt with Obscure t OOOOOO logy• 

In no OOOOO '  in hityl  I feel no need 'to enter 
an Infinitely  and more wonderful universe than the one I 
now inhabit". I prefer the real universe. 

On what preside do you presume I am in a nnnnnn y',  1 am into 
way perplexed or nnnnn talnas to the nature of reality or the 
realities Of nature. nor have lever nnnnnnn such • condition. 

There is no such thing as "quantum indeterminacy' or any other 
kind of 'uncertainty' or "I nnnnnnnn nacy" in nature at any level or 
at any time. The example, you Cite are all typical 
n 4 n 4 n terminations of the nnnnnnn of the dighly-Complem causa lity  
that inevitable produces them. Such nnnnnnnnnnn fattens must nnnnn 
from the application of the generally-accepted fallacy of use 
Uncertainty Principle and its derivatives as rat nnnnnnnn tient of 

I phenomena. When the Uncertainty Principle became dogma, 
circa 1927. it effectively terainated the acceptability of 
scientific efforts to truly nnnnnn tend nature. by importing the 
belief that nature can not be Understood. 

There are only two prebabili n nn aSSOCIated with env - 
O. It happens or it doeen t. Nothing no do can nave any effect. 
All nnnnnn are Certain nnnnn even the 'probabilities.  1 have called 
1 and 0 appear to nnnnn only becauSe ye have net vet n  now 
to discern. analyse, and understand the chain of nnnnn and effect 
which will Inescapably produce an event ...reliability 11 or fail to 
preduCe an nnnnn 1 nnnnnnn lity 01. 

The entire future, every *vont or interaction or change of state 
Cor lack thereof, in nature woe unalterably determined at the 

tam* began. The unbreakable choin of causality 
anted nnnnnn every nnnnnnnnn at every tine and in  place in 
the entirety of once. No alternative OutCOSO LS over 

possible. -Free will-  and "choice.  do not exist. Philosophies 
predicated on these Concepts are but diverting mind-games which 
have no basis an reality, but which themselves are Inevitable 
products of all  that preceded them. we and tine rest of 
nature are automats. Weft Of us be in tree will, choice, 
and decision- nnnnn g betaken Our conscious nnnnn are constructed to 
Sphere that theta nnnnnn do not exist. I suspect that if we 
accepted our true status at the conscious nnnnn life would be 
worth living Only to theta fascinated by observing the unfolding 
Of the Inevitable future. 

Our acceptance or repeCtion of our status As aut....ten,. our 
decisions to Strive or to draft, to survive or succumb. are in 
thee nnnnnn inevitable and inescapable. 

If you nave s paper on [TAU that is • co-prone nnnnn emposition of 
its nnnnnnnn • essentially devoid of  I would appreciate a 

You and some others I have road in NOES'S and IN -GENIUS seem to 
think that having had • tough childhood conferred sees  
intellectual insight or ability. II so. why,  Similarly. you Sea 
to thine that existing on the edge of ooverty °rayless you • 
greater Intellectual freedom. if so, mhY' 

Pest rwra.c.. 
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VERBAL ANALOGIES 
BY DR. P. A. POMFRIT 

22 MOAT HALL AVE., PEEL GREEN, 
ECCLES, MANCHESTER, 

M30 7LR, 
ENGLAND 

MARKING FFE: 5 U.S. DOLLARS(CASH ONLY) SMRE: RAW SCORE ONLY 
TIME LIMIT: NONE. A SMALL PRIZE MAY BE GIVEN (DEPENDS ON RESPONSE) 

FOR POSSUM F PRIZE- 31st DECEMBER 1992 

e.g. 2 : 10 :: BINARY : DENARY 

I. KING ARTHUR : EXCALIBUR :: SIR LANCELOT :7 
2. FINLANDIA : SIBELIUS :: PARIS AND HELEN : ? 
3. POLICEMEN: PEELERS :: BOW STREET RUNNERS :7 
4. 1 : 8 :: BOVATE : ? 
5. THE CARD PLAYERS: CEZANNE :: VIEW OF DELFT : ? 
6. STAG: ACTAEON :: OWL : ? 
7. CIRCLE COMPASS :: ELLIPSE:? 
8. STAMP: PHILATELIST TOILET PAPER :7 
9. P.M. : DEPUTY P.M. :: TAOISEACH ? 
10. FAT: STEATOPYGOUS :: SHAPELY : ? 
II. LIBERATION FOR CONQUEST: PARANYM :: FLORENCE FOR FIRENTh ? 
12. MINIATURE TREES : BONSAI:: MINIATURE LANDSCAPE OF BONSAI : 
13. DAISIES: BOOTS :: SKY : ? 
14. RADAR ACRONYM ::CABAL ;?  

15. ROH : RSH :: ALCOHOL : ? 
16. ELEPHANT: CAMEL:: HOWDAH ? 
17. 2621 : 2922 :: HAVEN : ? 
18. CALIFORNIA: EUREKA;: MANE : ? 
19. FILMS : OSCAR:: RADIO/TV COMMERCIALS : ? 
20. ANIMAL : BIRD PYGAL : ? 
21. BUSHMASTER SURUCUCUI: ANACONDA:? 
22. LETTER : SIGNATURE:: SERIF : ? 
23. SMALL: VARIOLA :: CHICKEN : ? 
24. EVIL: FAITH:: PONOEROLOGY :7 
25. SAW: SERRT :: CUSHION : ? 
26. 8: 14:: OCTAD : ? 
27. BIRDS : DEER :: SCARECROW : ? 
28. BASE LA SPEYRE CURRENT : ? 
29. LOOSE ROBE: KIMONO:: SMALL ORNAMENT/FIGURINE : ? 
30. I AM/I7r1 : PRODELISION :: A NEWT/AN EWT : ? 
11. JACK NICKLAUS : BEAR:: HOLING OF A BALL DIRECT FROM BUNKER : ? 
32. LYING ON OATH: PERJURY:: WILFUL CONTEMPT OF COURT: ?  

33. GENERAL : MASSAGE:: LONGITUDINAL RUBBING/LATERAL SQUEEZING : ? 
34. SON MOTHER/FATHER : OEDIPUS:: STEP-PARENTS/STEP-CHILDREN : 
35. MADAME BOVARY :FLAUBERT :: PETER SIMPLE:? 
36. GIANTS: BROBDINGNAG :: SORCERERS/MAGICIANS : ? 
37. ULTIMATE : OXYTONE :: ANTEPENULTIMATE : ? 
38. CYLINDER : BOOK VASCULUM : ? 
39. NEWCASTLE: LIVERPOOL :: GEORDIE : ? 
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ROBERT J. HANNON 4473 Staghorn Lane Sarasota FL 34238-5626 B Aug 92 

Rick Rosner. Editor 
Noes is 
5139 Balboa Blvd 
Encino CA 91316-3430 

Dear Rick, 

Enclosed is a copy of my letter to Chris Langan regarding his article in 571. You may publish it if you want. 

Also enclosed is a copy of VELOCITY IN SPECIAL RELATIVITY, which you may Publish if you want. If I am correct, the conventional Velocity Transformation Equation is invalid. 

I do not take unconventional positions just to be contrary. / devote • lot of time to the detailed and critical study of the fundamentals of science, and to my surprise, sometimes find what 
appear to be subtle but invalidating errors in the mathematics or 
logic used to derive widely-accepted relationships. I am hot 
necessarily correct in my findings, but so far, no one has come 
forth with demonstrations that my logic is incorrect. I do get letters that simply tell me I am wrong, citing the conventional 
wisdom (with which I am more familiar than most), but offering no elucidating argument. I write my articles to share my findings with others and to stimulate knowledgeable and scholarly interchanges and rational argument. 

I have also enclosed THE SPECIAL RELATIVISTIC TRANSFORMATION OF 
MASS, which examines the derivation of the conventional equation which purports that mass "increases " with relative velocity. If my analysis is correct, that equation is not valid. You may publish this article if you care to; it was one of my several submissions to the First Annual ISPE Symposium. 

In reply to LeRoy Kottke's letter to me: 

LeRoy has made an assumption that is not employed in Special Relativity: mass is a function of time. He is, of course, free to 
make any assumption he wants, provided it is not inconsistent with 
observation. It is important to note, however, that F = mdv/dt is 
simply a restatement of F = ma, because a = dvidt. To postulate 
that F = ma = d(mv)/dt does not seem correct, (assuming m is a function of time). Instead, this step (if it is taken at all) should, I think, be dF/dt = (dm/dt)([12v/dt2 ). I am not sure that it should be necessary to add • basic new assumption to Special Relativity in order to derive an equation which has purportedly been derived by others without that assumption. 

My researches into the specific origin of E mC2  (not to be confused with its series expansion: E = MoC2  • MoV2/2 ....) have so far drawn a blank. It appears that this revolutionary equation 

may have been entirely heuristic. • if _anyone has Einstein's (or anyone else's) derivation (in English), I'd appreciate a copy. 

Best regards, 

those Munber14 °tots 1992 13 



including Stephen King and Gore Vidal talk about reading thousands of books. I had one teacher who set 
a reading target of ten books • month, and I shoot for 150 books a year. 

You could try Ron Hoeflin's Mega Test, or one of the other tests he's created. However, to do a thorough 
job, you should set aside • least 30 hours. I spent at least 90 hours on it. Other tests will give you an IQ 
score in only two or three hours. Being assigned an IQ score isn't necessarily helpful in becoming more 
intelligent. I know vety little of your background, what educational resources you have access to, and 
what your specific goals are.] 

A LETTER FROM PETER SCHMIES 

Dear Rick Rosner< 

Enclosed are two problems that you may use for the "Short Form Test." 

My answers to the three analogies in Noesis #72: 

Sincerely, 

Peter Schmies 

[Editor's comment: You got II and 13 right. Your guess on number 12, thighs, rhymes with the right 
answer. We'll run the answers in the next mailing.] 

16. A goat is tied to a post on the circumference of a circular meadow with a diameter of 100 meters. 
Determine the goat's "radius of action" when the pasture ground within its reach is exactly one half of the 
circle's area. 

17. In what order are these signs arranged? 

E I S H5 

A LETTER FROM BOB HANNON 
PLUS HIS LETTER TO CHRIS LANGAN 

FOLLOWED BY LANGAN'S REPLY 

40. ENGLISH : ARABIC :: APOSTROPHE : ? 
41. FIRMAMENT: INDRA FORESIGHT : ? 
42. ROOFED : ROOFLESS :: CLEFIHRAL : ? 
43. TECHNETIUM : PROMETHIUM :: MASURIUM : ? 
44. MINERALS: MOHS METALS/ALLOYS : ? 
45. LEADER: DON/GODFATHER :: CODE OF SILENCE : ? 
46. CLOCKWISE MODEL OF SOLAR SYSTEM : ORRERY :: MAGNETIC MODEL OF EARTH: 
47. THE LAND OF THE RISING SUN : JAPAN :: THE COCKPIT OF EUROPE : ? 
48. SIMPLICITY AND GENEROSITY : PICKWICKIAN :: UNCTUOUSLY HYPOCRMCAL : ? 
49. 'TEAM ASSISTANT MATADOR : CUADRILLA :: PROTECTION FENCE IN BULLRING : ? 
50. BASE OF CONE: FRUSTUM :: PARALLELOGRAM WITH ONE QUADRANT REMOVED:? 

TWO LETTERS FROM GERAI,DINE BRADY 

Dear Rick, 

A belated thanks for sending the fax with the info on the schools. 

I've heard from Ron Hoeflin, but from no one else from the Mega Society thus far. I've decided to scrap 
my 13-year-old Cantor paper and to concentrate instead on trying to salvage my thesis/work on Peirce's 
logic. I'm also still shaking the trees looking for help. If you know anyone who's good at writing Ph.D. 
theses, or who's just a good writer, please let me know. 

I hope your school situation has improved. Thanks again. 

Geraldine Brady 

Dear Rick, 

I received the latest issues of Noesis today and was delighted to read of your degree news. I hope that your 
B.S. will be in math. Write sometime and tell me the details. 

I am following a suggestion from Ron Hoeflin and ant trying to expand a paper 1 wrote about C. S. 
Peirce's logic (one of my previously rejected theses) into a Ph.D. thesis. It is pure drudgery. It is my 
impression right now that school has killed all my interests and sapped me of my creative and imaginative 
talents, but somehow left my intellect intact. Do you feel the same? We should study this. The training 
that the "system" provides has been many times examined, and much maligned, but I don't know that 
anyone has really identified the essence of the problem. I don't know that I understand it, but I do know 
that most of the time I feel like I have spent years of my life working on someone else's hobby (It's not 
even important enough to be called somebody else's interest.). I'd be very surprised if people who have 
genuine intellectual accomplishments to their credit have squandered their time like this. 

Anyhow, all the best! 

Cordially, 

Gerry 

[Editors comments: The correspondence U. from which I expect to graduate this semester or the next 
grants 30 semester units of credit in a particular field for scoring above the 30th percentile on the GRE 
Subject Test in that field. Since I have no existence outside of taking tests, I plan on taking 10 Subject 
Tests and graduating with 8 majors and over 350 credits. All this, naturally, will he worthless in terms of 
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finding meaningful work The GRE's in fields such as sociology or education are very easy because test 
takers are competing with sosh or ed majors, who tend to be less bright and studious than students in the 
hard sciences. Correspondingly, the math & physics GRE's are nasty. Of course, the whole procedure 
feels like an extended (funny-sad, not funny-ha-ha) joke. 

As does higher education as you and I have experienced it. I just took the sosh GRE and feel good about 
my performance, so I'm entitled to make sociological pronouncements: 
The larger a population, the more a culture must squander the lives of Its members. Otherwise, too 
many people would accomplish stuff, and cultural stability would be lost (as would the S. S. Minnow, if 
not for the courage of her fearless crew). Heat sinks are designed to radiate excess heat. U.S. colleges are 
time sinks, which function to waste about 10% of a person's adult life. They also function as places for 
physically (and often mentally) inferior but economically elite males to book up with females. Young 
women might pair up with blue collar males if college didn't function as an agent of economic 
segregation. College is about lots of things, but learning is not its central cultural function. My main 
pleasure in college is in being a disruptive presence, but even that is usually too much effort.] 

A LETTER FROM CHRIS HARDING 

Dear Rick Rosner: 

In view of comments about those with journal subscriber status only it seems to me that those who have 
simply received the journal and who show a history of zero input to it are perhaps no more than 
intellectual tourists or culture vultures or even voyeurs in sonic cases whose presence is hardly desirable 
and even off-putting to extraordinary minds and whom we can do without. I don't like the idea of 
providing a peep show for these people as if this were something expected of us as some sort of atonement 
I or our crime of being clever! I would hope we might leave the idiocy of the lower order behind us for 
good and become ourselves for a change. I know a few people who while they could not qualify for either 
the old Mega Society or the current one do have extraordinary ideas, speculations or full-blown theories-' 
they are the life blood of any truly intellectual organization and are people the Mega Society ought 
properly to court. Thus I am proposing that subscriber status be open to only the creative and productive 
minds of the greater community. If anyone wants to subscribe who can't pass whatever tests are deemed 
the current entry ticket then let them forward material that demonstrates extraordinary creativity at least. 
I am proposing that we defme creativity in terms of mind or intellect not emotion and that we state that 
we only seek persons who are locked out from the greater scientific community by virtue of their superior 
creative minds. I am certain the fusion of the two types would be wholly beneficial to us all. I don't like 
the contamination of the social animals enumerated above. There are places to socialize for those who 
want to do so. Those who claim failure of outlet in this regard are snobs and empty heads. 

On the matter of the Wone-Harding approach to artificial intelligence which has been reported in Noesis 
and commented on more recently by one of our members (or subscribers?) I can report that the code has 
been written to demonstrate a workable model but that this has so far been very limited in terms of 
effective output At the time of our flint run attempts Peter promptly pointed out to me that the technology 
would eventually catch up with it. Basically speaking, as currently conceived no computer in the world 
would have any chance of mimicking fully the functions of the human brain in full flight! Since then, I 
have been blessed with a likely significant insight—it is as though what we were attempting to do was 
devise a system "to solve everything in the visible universe" so to speak to get at the simplest of selective 
things. While no code has so far been written for it, the answer would appear further to lie in the 
implementation of Shannon negenuopy—the so-called needle in a haystack maths. 

Sincerely, 

Chris Harding  

[Editor's comments: The pro-subscriber argument that comes most readily to mind is that I can't afford to 
edit Noesis without the money from your subscriptions. One reason Ron Hoeflin had to abandon the 
editorship was that there weren't enough people paying dues to make it economically worthwhile. 

I'm flattered by subscriber interest and surprised at those who re-up. I've completely internalized societal 
contamination; the attention of some subscribers won't soil me more than I've soiled myself. Many 
subscribers are borderline cases who will eventually qualify or who could qualify if they didn't have better 
things to do. Finally, subscribers aren't beating down my mailbox. I feel good that 50-or-so people 
motive Noesis; I'd feel better if there were more interested subscribers and members in order to have a 
self-sustaining enterprise. In Marooned in Real Time, SF author Vernor Vinge says that a minimum of 
200 humans is needed to maintain a breeding population with sufficient genetic diversity. Some similar 
number might be necessary to guarantee the continuity of an organization. 

Which reminds me--A Fire Upon the Deep, also by Vinge, is the best blockbuster-type SF novel I've read 
in a couple years. It has a huge time scale, suspension of disbelief bizarro aliens, and an interesting 
cosmology. I don't read much SF anymore 'cause it usually disappoints, and I didn't much like Vinge's 
Marooned, but A Fire Upon the Deep reflects a lot of focused imagination by the author.] 

A LETTER FROM DONALD SCOTT 

Dear Rick, 

Thanks for your response to the questions I put before you. I found your response helpful! 

However, as usual I have a few questions. I will not try to take up a lot of your time. The questions are as 
follows: 

In issue no. 70 you said you think that appropriate training could make almost everyone much more 
intelligent, What do you consider appropriate training and could I train myself to become much more 
intelligent? 

Also, I went to a library and I found an old copy of the magazine Omni. In it they had a copy of the Mega 
Test. As soon as I looked at the test, I instantly knew the answers for a few of the questions. 

The questions pertaining to the test are as follows: On the same page of the Mega Test, Ronald K. 
Hoeflin said, "The average person could only get one of the problems right." Since I'm almost certain that 
all of the above answers are correct, then am I above average and what does that make my IQ.? 

I never thought of myself as having above average intelligence. As far as the rest of the test, I probably 
could solve more of the problems, but I'm much more interested in becoming far more intelligent 

really don't like taking up so much of your time, but I feel that I could get the answers I need by asking 
you. 

Sincerely, 

Donald Scott 

[Editors comments: MI five of your Mega Test answers are correct. Thanks for thinking I'm • source of 
information. Obsessive reading is the most sure-fire way to at least not get stupider. Various authors 
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finding meaningful work The GRE's in fields such as sociology or education are very easy because test 
takers are competing with sosh or ed majors, who tend to be less bright and studious than students in the 
hard sciences. Correspondingly, the math & physics GRE's are nasty. Of course, the whole procedure 
feels like an extended (funny-sad, not funny-ha-ha) joke. 

As does higher education as you and I have experienced it. I just took the sosh GRE and feel good about 
my performance, so I'm entitled to make sociological pronouncements: 
The larger a population, the more a culture must squander the lives of Its members. Otherwise, too 
many people would accomplish stuff, and cultural stability would be lost (as would the S. S. Minnow, if 
not for the courage of her fearless crew). Heat sinks are designed to radiate excess heat. U.S. colleges are 
time sinks, which function to waste about 10% of a person's adult life. They also function as places for 
physically (and often mentally) inferior but economically elite males to book up with females. Young 
women might pair up with blue collar males if college didn't function as an agent of economic 
segregation. College is about lots of things, but learning is not its central cultural function. My main 
pleasure in college is in being a disruptive presence, but even that is usually too much effort.] 

A LETTER FROM CHRIS HARDING 

Dear Rick Rosner: 

In view of comments about those with journal subscriber status only it seems to me that those who have 
simply received the journal and who show a history of zero input to it are perhaps no more than 
intellectual tourists or culture vultures or even voyeurs in sonic cases whose presence is hardly desirable 
and even off-putting to extraordinary minds and whom we can do without. I don't like the idea of 
providing a peep show for these people as if this were something expected of us as some sort of atonement 
I or our crime of being clever! I would hope we might leave the idiocy of the lower order behind us for 
good and become ourselves for a change. I know a few people who while they could not qualify for either 
the old Mega Society or the current one do have extraordinary ideas, speculations or full-blown theories-' 
they are the life blood of any truly intellectual organization and are people the Mega Society ought 
properly to court. Thus I am proposing that subscriber status be open to only the creative and productive 
minds of the greater community. If anyone wants to subscribe who can't pass whatever tests are deemed 
the current entry ticket then let them forward material that demonstrates extraordinary creativity at least. 
I am proposing that we defme creativity in terms of mind or intellect not emotion and that we state that 
we only seek persons who are locked out from the greater scientific community by virtue of their superior 
creative minds. I am certain the fusion of the two types would be wholly beneficial to us all. I don't like 
the contamination of the social animals enumerated above. There are places to socialize for those who 
want to do so. Those who claim failure of outlet in this regard are snobs and empty heads. 

On the matter of the Wone-Harding approach to artificial intelligence which has been reported in Noesis 
and commented on more recently by one of our members (or subscribers?) I can report that the code has 
been written to demonstrate a workable model but that this has so far been very limited in terms of 
effective output At the time of our flint run attempts Peter promptly pointed out to me that the technology 
would eventually catch up with it. Basically speaking, as currently conceived no computer in the world 
would have any chance of mimicking fully the functions of the human brain in full flight! Since then, I 
have been blessed with a likely significant insight—it is as though what we were attempting to do was 
devise a system "to solve everything in the visible universe" so to speak to get at the simplest of selective 
things. While no code has so far been written for it, the answer would appear further to lie in the 
implementation of Shannon negenuopy—the so-called needle in a haystack maths. 

Sincerely, 

Chris Harding  

[Editor's comments: The pro-subscriber argument that comes most readily to mind is that I can't afford to 
edit Noesis without the money from your subscriptions. One reason Ron Hoeflin had to abandon the 
editorship was that there weren't enough people paying dues to make it economically worthwhile. 

I'm flattered by subscriber interest and surprised at those who re-up. I've completely internalized societal 
contamination; the attention of some subscribers won't soil me more than I've soiled myself. Many 
subscribers are borderline cases who will eventually qualify or who could qualify if they didn't have better 
things to do. Finally, subscribers aren't beating down my mailbox. I feel good that 50-or-so people 
motive Noesis; I'd feel better if there were more interested subscribers and members in order to have a 
self-sustaining enterprise. In Marooned in Real Time, SF author Vernor Vinge says that a minimum of 
200 humans is needed to maintain a breeding population with sufficient genetic diversity. Some similar 
number might be necessary to guarantee the continuity of an organization. 

Which reminds me--A Fire Upon the Deep, also by Vinge, is the best blockbuster-type SF novel I've read 
in a couple years. It has a huge time scale, suspension of disbelief bizarro aliens, and an interesting 
cosmology. I don't read much SF anymore 'cause it usually disappoints, and I didn't much like Vinge's 
Marooned, but A Fire Upon the Deep reflects a lot of focused imagination by the author.] 

A LETTER FROM DONALD SCOTT 

Dear Rick, 

Thanks for your response to the questions I put before you. I found your response helpful! 

However, as usual I have a few questions. I will not try to take up a lot of your time. The questions are as 
follows: 

In issue no. 70 you said you think that appropriate training could make almost everyone much more 
intelligent, What do you consider appropriate training and could I train myself to become much more 
intelligent? 

Also, I went to a library and I found an old copy of the magazine Omni. In it they had a copy of the Mega 
Test. As soon as I looked at the test, I instantly knew the answers for a few of the questions. 

The questions pertaining to the test are as follows: On the same page of the Mega Test, Ronald K. 
Hoeflin said, "The average person could only get one of the problems right." Since I'm almost certain that 
all of the above answers are correct, then am I above average and what does that make my IQ.? 

I never thought of myself as having above average intelligence. As far as the rest of the test, I probably 
could solve more of the problems, but I'm much more interested in becoming far more intelligent 

really don't like taking up so much of your time, but I feel that I could get the answers I need by asking 
you. 

Sincerely, 

Donald Scott 

[Editors comments: MI five of your Mega Test answers are correct. Thanks for thinking I'm • source of 
information. Obsessive reading is the most sure-fire way to at least not get stupider. Various authors 
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including Stephen King and Gore Vidal talk about reading thousands of books. I had one teacher who set 
a reading target of ten books • month, and I shoot for 150 books a year. 

You could try Ron Hoeflin's Mega Test, or one of the other tests he's created. However, to do a thorough 
job, you should set aside • least 30 hours. I spent at least 90 hours on it. Other tests will give you an IQ 
score in only two or three hours. Being assigned an IQ score isn't necessarily helpful in becoming more 
intelligent. I know vety little of your background, what educational resources you have access to, and 
what your specific goals are.] 

A LETTER FROM PETER SCHMIES 

Dear Rick Rosner< 

Enclosed are two problems that you may use for the "Short Form Test." 

My answers to the three analogies in Noesis #72: 

Sincerely, 

Peter Schmies 

[Editor's comment: You got II and 13 right. Your guess on number 12, thighs, rhymes with the right 
answer. We'll run the answers in the next mailing.] 

16. A goat is tied to a post on the circumference of a circular meadow with a diameter of 100 meters. 
Determine the goat's "radius of action" when the pasture ground within its reach is exactly one half of the 
circle's area. 

17. In what order are these signs arranged? 

E I S H5 

A LETTER FROM BOB HANNON 
PLUS HIS LETTER TO CHRIS LANGAN 

FOLLOWED BY LANGAN'S REPLY 

40. ENGLISH : ARABIC :: APOSTROPHE : ? 
41. FIRMAMENT: INDRA FORESIGHT : ? 
42. ROOFED : ROOFLESS :: CLEFIHRAL : ? 
43. TECHNETIUM : PROMETHIUM :: MASURIUM : ? 
44. MINERALS: MOHS METALS/ALLOYS : ? 
45. LEADER: DON/GODFATHER :: CODE OF SILENCE : ? 
46. CLOCKWISE MODEL OF SOLAR SYSTEM : ORRERY :: MAGNETIC MODEL OF EARTH: 
47. THE LAND OF THE RISING SUN : JAPAN :: THE COCKPIT OF EUROPE : ? 
48. SIMPLICITY AND GENEROSITY : PICKWICKIAN :: UNCTUOUSLY HYPOCRMCAL : ? 
49. 'TEAM ASSISTANT MATADOR : CUADRILLA :: PROTECTION FENCE IN BULLRING : ? 
50. BASE OF CONE: FRUSTUM :: PARALLELOGRAM WITH ONE QUADRANT REMOVED:? 

TWO LETTERS FROM GERAI,DINE BRADY 

Dear Rick, 

A belated thanks for sending the fax with the info on the schools. 

I've heard from Ron Hoeflin, but from no one else from the Mega Society thus far. I've decided to scrap 
my 13-year-old Cantor paper and to concentrate instead on trying to salvage my thesis/work on Peirce's 
logic. I'm also still shaking the trees looking for help. If you know anyone who's good at writing Ph.D. 
theses, or who's just a good writer, please let me know. 

I hope your school situation has improved. Thanks again. 

Geraldine Brady 

Dear Rick, 

I received the latest issues of Noesis today and was delighted to read of your degree news. I hope that your 
B.S. will be in math. Write sometime and tell me the details. 

I am following a suggestion from Ron Hoeflin and ant trying to expand a paper 1 wrote about C. S. 
Peirce's logic (one of my previously rejected theses) into a Ph.D. thesis. It is pure drudgery. It is my 
impression right now that school has killed all my interests and sapped me of my creative and imaginative 
talents, but somehow left my intellect intact. Do you feel the same? We should study this. The training 
that the "system" provides has been many times examined, and much maligned, but I don't know that 
anyone has really identified the essence of the problem. I don't know that I understand it, but I do know 
that most of the time I feel like I have spent years of my life working on someone else's hobby (It's not 
even important enough to be called somebody else's interest.). I'd be very surprised if people who have 
genuine intellectual accomplishments to their credit have squandered their time like this. 

Anyhow, all the best! 

Cordially, 

Gerry 

[Editors comments: The correspondence U. from which I expect to graduate this semester or the next 
grants 30 semester units of credit in a particular field for scoring above the 30th percentile on the GRE 
Subject Test in that field. Since I have no existence outside of taking tests, I plan on taking 10 Subject 
Tests and graduating with 8 majors and over 350 credits. All this, naturally, will he worthless in terms of 
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VERBAL ANALOGIES 
BY DR. P. A. POMFRIT 

22 MOAT HALL AVE., PEEL GREEN, 
ECCLES, MANCHESTER, 

M30 7LR, 
ENGLAND 

MARKING FFE: 5 U.S. DOLLARS(CASH ONLY) SMRE: RAW SCORE ONLY 
TIME LIMIT: NONE. A SMALL PRIZE MAY BE GIVEN (DEPENDS ON RESPONSE) 

FOR POSSUM F PRIZE- 31st DECEMBER 1992 

e.g. 2 : 10 :: BINARY : DENARY 

I. KING ARTHUR : EXCALIBUR :: SIR LANCELOT :7 
2. FINLANDIA : SIBELIUS :: PARIS AND HELEN : ? 
3. POLICEMEN: PEELERS :: BOW STREET RUNNERS :7 
4. 1 : 8 :: BOVATE : ? 
5. THE CARD PLAYERS: CEZANNE :: VIEW OF DELFT : ? 
6. STAG: ACTAEON :: OWL : ? 
7. CIRCLE COMPASS :: ELLIPSE:? 
8. STAMP: PHILATELIST TOILET PAPER :7 
9. P.M. : DEPUTY P.M. :: TAOISEACH ? 
10. FAT: STEATOPYGOUS :: SHAPELY : ? 
II. LIBERATION FOR CONQUEST: PARANYM :: FLORENCE FOR FIRENTh ? 
12. MINIATURE TREES : BONSAI:: MINIATURE LANDSCAPE OF BONSAI : 
13. DAISIES: BOOTS :: SKY : ? 
14. RADAR ACRONYM ::CABAL ;?  

15. ROH : RSH :: ALCOHOL : ? 
16. ELEPHANT: CAMEL:: HOWDAH ? 
17. 2621 : 2922 :: HAVEN : ? 
18. CALIFORNIA: EUREKA;: MANE : ? 
19. FILMS : OSCAR:: RADIO/TV COMMERCIALS : ? 
20. ANIMAL : BIRD PYGAL : ? 
21. BUSHMASTER SURUCUCUI: ANACONDA:? 
22. LETTER : SIGNATURE:: SERIF : ? 
23. SMALL: VARIOLA :: CHICKEN : ? 
24. EVIL: FAITH:: PONOEROLOGY :7 
25. SAW: SERRT :: CUSHION : ? 
26. 8: 14:: OCTAD : ? 
27. BIRDS : DEER :: SCARECROW : ? 
28. BASE LA SPEYRE CURRENT : ? 
29. LOOSE ROBE: KIMONO:: SMALL ORNAMENT/FIGURINE : ? 
30. I AM/I7r1 : PRODELISION :: A NEWT/AN EWT : ? 
11. JACK NICKLAUS : BEAR:: HOLING OF A BALL DIRECT FROM BUNKER : ? 
32. LYING ON OATH: PERJURY:: WILFUL CONTEMPT OF COURT: ?  

33. GENERAL : MASSAGE:: LONGITUDINAL RUBBING/LATERAL SQUEEZING : ? 
34. SON MOTHER/FATHER : OEDIPUS:: STEP-PARENTS/STEP-CHILDREN : 
35. MADAME BOVARY :FLAUBERT :: PETER SIMPLE:? 
36. GIANTS: BROBDINGNAG :: SORCERERS/MAGICIANS : ? 
37. ULTIMATE : OXYTONE :: ANTEPENULTIMATE : ? 
38. CYLINDER : BOOK VASCULUM : ? 
39. NEWCASTLE: LIVERPOOL :: GEORDIE : ? 
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ROBERT J. HANNON 4473 Staghorn Lane Sarasota FL 34238-5626 B Aug 92 

Rick Rosner. Editor 
Noes is 
5139 Balboa Blvd 
Encino CA 91316-3430 

Dear Rick, 

Enclosed is a copy of my letter to Chris Langan regarding his article in 571. You may publish it if you want. 

Also enclosed is a copy of VELOCITY IN SPECIAL RELATIVITY, which you may Publish if you want. If I am correct, the conventional Velocity Transformation Equation is invalid. 

I do not take unconventional positions just to be contrary. / devote • lot of time to the detailed and critical study of the fundamentals of science, and to my surprise, sometimes find what 
appear to be subtle but invalidating errors in the mathematics or 
logic used to derive widely-accepted relationships. I am hot 
necessarily correct in my findings, but so far, no one has come 
forth with demonstrations that my logic is incorrect. I do get letters that simply tell me I am wrong, citing the conventional 
wisdom (with which I am more familiar than most), but offering no elucidating argument. I write my articles to share my findings with others and to stimulate knowledgeable and scholarly interchanges and rational argument. 

I have also enclosed THE SPECIAL RELATIVISTIC TRANSFORMATION OF 
MASS, which examines the derivation of the conventional equation which purports that mass "increases " with relative velocity. If my analysis is correct, that equation is not valid. You may publish this article if you care to; it was one of my several submissions to the First Annual ISPE Symposium. 

In reply to LeRoy Kottke's letter to me: 

LeRoy has made an assumption that is not employed in Special Relativity: mass is a function of time. He is, of course, free to 
make any assumption he wants, provided it is not inconsistent with 
observation. It is important to note, however, that F = mdv/dt is 
simply a restatement of F = ma, because a = dvidt. To postulate 
that F = ma = d(mv)/dt does not seem correct, (assuming m is a function of time). Instead, this step (if it is taken at all) should, I think, be dF/dt = (dm/dt)([12v/dt2 ). I am not sure that it should be necessary to add • basic new assumption to Special Relativity in order to derive an equation which has purportedly been derived by others without that assumption. 

My researches into the specific origin of E mC2  (not to be confused with its series expansion: E = MoC2  • MoV2/2 ....) have so far drawn a blank. It appears that this revolutionary equation 

may have been entirely heuristic. • if _anyone has Einstein's (or anyone else's) derivation (in English), I'd appreciate a copy. 

Best regards, 

those Munber14 °tots 1992 13 
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ROBERT 3. HANNON 4.73 Starters Lane Sarasota FL 342313-5626 
7 Aug 92  

Chris  
Bea 131 • 
Speen.. NY 11972 

Dear Chris. FtEt NOES15 71 

Surely you 3 eee 99  , 

A basic belief the more complex • thirery about any aspect of 
nature. the less likely It is to be valid. 

You do little to gain support Of yOur via. by repeated  
that these who do net agree sixth you are intellectually 1 tttttt or 

Sur•ly super itir  can and should Calorific@ the 
raer•ly intellAgenti denigration  degrades its perpetrator. 

It may be that your CTPOLI or truly profound insights. 
but your ttttt nq style does virtually nothing to  
Sentences Inaraqr•phs91  composed entirely of JargonOOOOOO little 
to those un tttttttt with Obscure t OOOOOO logy• 

In no OOOOO '  in hityl  I feel no need 'to enter 
an Infinitely  and more wonderful universe than the one I 
now inhabit". I prefer the real universe. 

On what preside do you presume I am in a nnnnnn y',  1 am into 
way perplexed or nnnnn talnas to the nature of reality or the 
realities Of nature. nor have lever nnnnnnn such • condition. 

There is no such thing as "quantum indeterminacy' or any other 
kind of 'uncertainty' or "I nnnnnnnn nacy" in nature at any level or 
at any time. The example, you Cite are all typical 
n 4 n 4 n terminations of the nnnnnnn of the dighly-Complem causa lity  
that inevitable produces them. Such nnnnnnnnnnn fattens must nnnnn 
from the application of the generally-accepted fallacy of use 
Uncertainty Principle and its derivatives as rat nnnnnnnn tient of 

I phenomena. When the Uncertainty Principle became dogma, 
circa 1927. it effectively terainated the acceptability of 
scientific efforts to truly nnnnnn tend nature. by importing the 
belief that nature can not be Understood. 

There are only two prebabili n nn aSSOCIated with env - 
O. It happens or it doeen t. Nothing no do can nave any effect. 
All nnnnnn are Certain nnnnn even the 'probabilities.  1 have called 
1 and 0 appear to nnnnn only becauSe ye have net vet n  now 
to discern. analyse, and understand the chain of nnnnn and effect 
which will Inescapably produce an event ...reliability 11 or fail to 
preduCe an nnnnn 1 nnnnnnn lity 01. 

The entire future, every *vont or interaction or change of state 
Cor lack thereof, in nature woe unalterably determined at the 

tam* began. The unbreakable choin of causality 
anted nnnnnn every nnnnnnnnn at every tine and in  place in 
the entirety of once. No alternative OutCOSO LS over 

possible. -Free will-  and "choice.  do not exist. Philosophies 
predicated on these Concepts are but diverting mind-games which 
have no basis an reality, but which themselves are Inevitable 
products of all  that preceded them. we and tine rest of 
nature are automats. Weft Of us be in tree will, choice, 
and decision- nnnnn g betaken Our conscious nnnnn are constructed to 
Sphere that theta nnnnnn do not exist. I suspect that if we 
accepted our true status at the conscious nnnnn life would be 
worth living Only to theta fascinated by observing the unfolding 
Of the Inevitable future. 

Our acceptance or repeCtion of our status As aut....ten,. our 
decisions to Strive or to draft, to survive or succumb. are in 
thee nnnnnn inevitable and inescapable. 

If you nave s paper on [TAU that is • co-prone nnnnn emposition of 
its nnnnnnnn • essentially devoid of  I would appreciate a 

You and some others I have road in NOES'S and IN -GENIUS seem to 
think that having had • tough childhood conferred sees  
intellectual insight or ability. II so. why,  Similarly. you Sea 
to thine that existing on the edge of ooverty °rayless you • 
greater Intellectual freedom. if so, mhY' 

Pest rwra.c.. 
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Dear Bob: I'm going to reply to your points in order and with 
minimal vocabulary. 

O. Of course I jest; what's life without laughter? if not. I'd be 
totally out of place among buddies like the irrepressible Jojo 
Einstein! But seriously, folks... 

I. The complexity (information content) of a theory must equal 
that of the phenomena it describes. As reality is complex, so for 
any theory thereof. The same criterion applies to language. That's 
why the reduction of specialized 'jargon' to basic vocabulary gen-
erally leads to a manyfold increase in length if detail is not to 
be sacrificed. Furthermore, the choice of appropriate terminology 
is of primary importance and should not be postponed. It saves 
confusion and mental labor, and delaying its introduction under 
conditions of limited space makes no sense. Theories and languages 
compress information; the former by axioms, theorems, and rules of 
inference, and the latter by specialized syntax and terminology 
(see Noesis 46, p. 2-3; kcientific American, Sept. 92, p. 88). 

I also note at this point your use of the term 'likely', referring 
to a range (li) of probabilities .5 < (131 < I. Using nonzero sub-
unary probabilities to refer to possible homomorphisms between 
reality and theories thereof amounts to using such probabilities 
to measure the applicability of physics to observation (where 
observations are real and physics is a theory designed to explain 
observations). This implies that physical reality contains the 
basis for nonzero subunary probabilities. (Don't let this confuse 
you; analyse it until you understand how your own hidden assump-
tions imply my case.) 

2. I'm sorry if you inferred that I lack respect for the intel-
lects of others. I meant to imply no disrespect. But after several 
years of circular argumentation, I've determined conclusively that 
some members of this group have more confidence in their illogical 
opinions than knowledge of logic. In a society that claims to con-
sist exclusively of geniuses, that just doesn't wash. 

Whenever any member of Mega has offered or even implied a substan-
tive criticism of the CTMU, he has been set straight immediately. 
Accordingly, it has become fashionable to slight the CTMU without 
reference to its content (e.g.. see Noesis 71 and 72). After what 
I've been through since 1988, any impartial observer would agree 
that I'm justified in saying whatever I please about the intel-
lects of those who dispute it without saying why (e.g. Noesis 72. 
page 3). Vet, I continue to honor them by addressing their objec-
tions and omissions, no matter how inspecific or nonsensical. 

When you imply that superior minds can always reach each other by 
means of rational discourse, you are idealizing. It has now been 
empirically established that rationality is unrecognizable and ir-
relevant to Mega Society political dynamics. The reasons are clear 
enough. When some member of a group is intellectually dominant. 
having some kind of ability or information that others lack, he 
threatens to become politically dominant. But this may not please 
those currently in power. Among small children, an instinctive 
avoidant strategy is to stifle the dominant child by ignoring him 
or pretending not to hear or understand him; to 'make him go away' 
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by That being his friend". This is the strategy being used against 
me by a couple of our higher-profile subscribers, and it's pretty 
silly. Your indignation, if righteous, should be redirected. 

If you knew the history of the present situation, you would know 
that the CT4U and I have been repeatedly "denigrated" even as I 
did my best to soothe the egos of critics. My contributions have 
met with responses ranging from flawed logic to inane psychobabble 
("paranoid"; "apocalyptic"). The situation was and is ridiculously 
lopsided. But morally, it is in my favor. 

3. At no point do I resort to undefined "Jargon" (purposeful 
neologisms) unless the definition is either obvious or implied in 
the neighborhood of the term. I apologize for excluding glossaries; 
I'm painfully aware that Noesis contains little room for them. I 
usually say as much as possible as tersely as possible. Any effort 
to understand the CTMU is ultimately its own reward. 

4. I'm relieved to hear that you prefer the "real" universe. For a 
minute there, you had me wondering. The CTML, being a very powerful 
theory of reality, should find in you an avid supporter. 

5. I infer that you're in a "quandary" because you cannot be "pro-
choice" on the abortion issue (Noesis 69, p. 9) unless you believe 
in choice. You do not (p. 10, same issue). Since inconsistent uni-
verses are doomed to self-annihilation, you remain well-advised to 
leave yours and enter mine. I very seldom "presume" anything when 
I can reason to my conclusions instead. 

You're not alone. Everybody in this group is caught in similar 
quandaries generated by conventional inconsistent worldviews. That 
is why I remain obligated to publically correct those who cling 
obstinately to fallacies while scorning a superior viewpoint (the 
CTMU). Their "humiliations" are not any responsibility, but theirs. 
I do sympathize with them. But until I see a change, my duty is 
clear: to show everyone that any attempt to ignore or argue with 
the CTMU is to invite strictly one-sided rectification. Until 
higher duty calls, I'll see to this one and seek applause later. 

6. You say that there is no uncertainty in nature. But man, which 
you define as an automaton and thus as a mere part of physical 
nature - which you also define as an automaton - has a very great 
deal of uncertainty regarding himself and the rest of nature. The 
existence of man thus implies the existence of uncertainty in 
nature, and your thesis ,contradicts itself. 

Because you are a man, and thus by your nature uncertain, you can-
not factor uncertainty out of your theories of nature. Regardless 
of what science can in principle discover, your uncertainty regar-
ding specific facts Is unavoidable. This is because your brain is 
but a tiny part of reality, and cannot presume to have the same 
computative capacity as reality at large. You don't see spacetime 
as a completed whole; you see tiny parts of spatiotemporal cross-
sections and are flatly ignorant about what you'll see in the 
future. All you ran do is extrapolate from your own mental charac-
teristics given past observations, or reason inductively about 
spatiotemporal sets from spatial and temporal elements thereof. 
But no law of nature requires that sets be wholly determined by 
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partial subsets of lesser apparent complexity. As the product' of 
minds prey to uncertainty, the science of man is uncertain. This 
uncertainty inevitably manifests itself at the quantum level (note 
that I've just given a computative and set-theoretic justification 
of uncertainty independent of Heisenberg's). 

Saying that human science can master reality amounts to saying 
that reality is reducible to simulation within the material brains 
of humans. This would effectively deny all distinctions external 
to physical human brains and is regressively solipsistic (use your 
dictionary if this seems like "jargon"). Furthermore, this thesis 
directly violates Code) 's theorems. There's just no way to support 
it. Accordingly, any valid theory of reality must contain room for 
the negation of this thesis. The CM fills the breach. 

7. The resolution of nonzero subunary probabilities as 1 or 0 is a 
phenomenon known in quantum theory as collapse. Collapse occurs at 
definite points in time. &Considered as measures of subjective Ig-
norance, nonzero subunary probabilities exist both before and 
after collapse, depending on the observer's access to the 0-or-1 
information. But even under the best of circumstances, this infor-
mation is always unverifiable prior to collapse (because the 
energy required to measure a "particle" is sufficient to disrupt 
its motion). So "subjective' probabilities are the only ones that 
exist for your purposes at the pre-collapse stage. 

The thesis that physical "hidden variables" exist which determine 
quantum wavefunction collapse has been experimentally invalidated 
in independent confirmations of EPR-Bell "quantum-nonlocality" ef-
fects. If total quantum determinacy exists, the determinants can't 
exist physically (where physical existence entails obedience to 
the locality principle and decidability by localistic techniques). 
What qualifies as "physical" depends on what physicists can see. 

If you want to have hidden determinants - which you apparently do - 
you have only one recourse: to stratify determinacy with respect 
to reality. Thus, the CTMU allows for hidden factors by generaliz-
ing the Cosmological Containment Principle from "The physical 
universe contains all that is physical and nothing that is not' to 
'Reality contains all that is real and nothing that is not', where 
reality is a metaphysical generalization of physics. Since hidden 
determinants are inductively associated with portions of physical 
reality including human beings, they are indistinguishable from 
what we call volition. Destination: free will, CM-style. 

We might call the directed nature of the transition from (0...1) 
to (0 v 1/ probability quantum negentropy. In quantum mechanics, 
operators corresponding to complementary observables do not com-
mute, implying an uncertainty relation among observables. Quantum 
wave-function collapse resolves this uncertainty by providing the 
information ex post facto, through observation of some past event. 
This information can't be used to predict future quantum events; 
quanta emitted due to the past event are again indeterminate. 

Quantum negentropy is the collapse-mediated juxtaposition of past 
certainty and future uncertainty; present collapse converts our 

former uncertainty about the future into certainty about the past 

(just as acquisition by a Turing machine converts the future in- 
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computability of external automata to hard data about their past 
behavior). This implies a subjective "arrow of time'. Reasoning in 
reverse, quantum negentropy implies the matrix noncommutativity 
from which Heisenberg inferred the uncertainty relation, and means 
only that commutative algebra is insufficiently complex to model 
the algebraic structure of time and reality (the whole point of 
Noesis 71 was to define an algebraic model of reality that is 
better and more comprehensive than the simpler commutative and 
noncommutative algebras defined within it). 

Heisenberg uncertainty is just the physical analogue of a very 
general logical relationship found in everything from statistics 
to information and computation theory. Whether or not Heisenberg 
derived it "by accident", it stands up to logical scrutiny. If you 
want to see what a symbolic derivation of uncertainty might look 
like, try Godel's papers on undecidability; what can't be proven 
is just anotner perspective on what can't be measured. 

8. When you speak of the total determinacy of the universe "from 
the moment that time began", you obligate yourself to furnish de-
finitions of determinacy and tine. Like every thinker who has 
tried to do this, you will be forced to invoke concepts like 
causality and induction. Once you do that, the CTMU establishes 
that time is not merely a line perpendicular to space; it has a 
complex algebraic structure (reread Noesis 71). This structure 
promotes the definition of higher orders of determinacy. As a part 
of reality with certain properties, your mentation fits into this 
structure in a way conducive to some degree of self-determination. 
Reread footnote 2 in my paper; it's a marvel of clarity. 

9. When you state that "we and the rest of nature are automata", 
you are embracing the CTMU. Remember what CZWU stands for: the 
Computation Theoretic Model of the Universe. The CTMU is a model 
of reality designed to accomodate mechanistic, organic, cognitive, 
formal, linguistic, contextual, purposeful, and all other inter-
pretations of reality. If you don't have copies of Noesis 44-49, 
order them from the editorial staff; I'm out of them. 

10. My admission of a "tough childhood" was prompted by Jane 
Clifton's blanket pronouncement that members of 10 societies are 
"culturally advantaged underachievers" (Noesis 67, p. 10). A 
Lough childhood is a major disadvantage which may, by force of 
will, be turned to advantage. I.e., overcoming adversity builds 
character, and character is indispensable in the search for intel-
lectual insight (especially of the profoundest variety). 

There is nothing particularly noble about poverty for poverty's 
sake. But consider this: you state that people are "automata". 
Then their mental productions are computed. In computation theory, 
the scheduling of computations is known to be critical; priorities 
must be identified and implemented in the proper order to achieve 
computative efficiency in most cases. 

The level of competition for money is high; when you chase it, it 
becomes your top priority. When you work for or under another for 
pay, accepting his priorities becomes your top priority. And when 
you're functioning in an academic or scholastic capacity, your 
failure to adopt conventional priorities can result in your being 
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Unconquerable 'blob' baffles, bedevils 
Venezuelan motorists 

At first It covered 50 yards then 
100 yards. Then mil, And now 
eight miles, though the blob con-

, tracts and expends depending on 
the weather Rain and heat make 
he substance grow: cold and 

• ryness make It shrink The blob 
Is° seems to like it beet inside tun. 
els. and it ureters the uphill lanes 

grades rather than level roads. 
In a nation where corruption is 

odentic. many Venezuelans think 
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FinGayMaa 
:nip Oen 

CARACAS. Yew.' uela — The 
.1r:tong is easy The road is smooth 
And then suddenly. 'be car spins 
cad swirls out of control as "skates 
zlong a laver 01 too that mysten-
thsiv covers bienways here 

enezuelaus cell the ROO 'Le 
Mancha Nene — the black stain — 
nit itS really more like a blob. a 
:nick black statue with the consist-
ency ot chewing gum. No one 
knows what it is. No one knows 
where it Crean Irani. No One knows 
how to get rid out 

Some say it s oil Mom from ; 
lousy asphalt. Other, say ith oil fall-
ing from overworked car manes. It 
toad be barbed rubber from 
frayed tires. Some people think It's 
alterthe above. 

Motorists are petrified of the 
blob- Government officials are em. 
bat and WOW. Thera 
rent Millions of dollars tsysmg to 
and net what it is. Pang soma of 
the country's ben mina and ax-
pens nom the United &Ma. Can-
ada and Europe 

They've armed a national com-
panion to study the blob. and even 

tederal tent  investigate. 
"We don' know Whet It it We 

clean It away and it coma beck the 
next day. RI frablening." sad Ar. 
-tiro Carmel. an engineer and Vire 
president Ole company trying to re-
move the goo Iona a mapx Cane
Mobwat 

 

• Mr Carvamth company and Ad I 
others have tried walling sway the 
blob with prenonzed water and de. I 
lenient They ve tried blowing it 
away with pressurized en. They've • 
tried drying it up with piles of pub 
vented limestone And they've 
scraped it away by repeatedly re- • 
placing the top laver oi asphalt on 
some blob-infested Mamas. 

At time% the government has de, • 
dared victory. only to have the 
blob return bigger and balder than • 
ever. And its reproducing. some- i 
how moving Iron one highway to 

, the next throughout Venezuela 
, The blob also is • killer More 
; 

 
than LIEN motorists have died in • 
the past live years on one kmile 

• stretch of blobcovered  highway 
; that leads Iron Caracas to the city's 
International airport- 

"Drama with La Menthe Metre 
• 

 
is lake driving in • grand prix You 

i got to be caret ut or you II die ' said 
Antoine Perez. a Caracas cabdriver 

o Iceguently deah with the blo 
I on the airport highway 
• 11 is on this road five years ago 
'that La Mancha Nemo appeared. 
I The government was patching up 
the 30-sear-old concrete highway 
with asphalt when the first Shiny 

i blotches appeared. Few auntie-
tans took notice. 

Someone made big money — and 
unexpectedly crested the blob — by 
eying cheap asphalt that bleeds oil 

when the temperature riges 
That's where the Inda Comm in 

He has been investigating charges 
'corruption since last year, but no 

one has n lingered Not the Min-
Istry of Transportation and Comma. 
II:canons whtch It responsible for 
taking care of the nations high-

- ways Not the Venesoelan national 

oil company which provided them. 
phalt 

"There could be corruption but 
who knows for sure? Everybody is 
giving a different explanimon Itt • 
total mystery." said Rath Capella. 
Venezuela's foremost whistle-
blower and author of the two-vol-
ume Conwpiton Dictionary. 11 com 
pendlas of the natton1 worst awn 
of graft 

Ms Capraa hie moo Venene. 



(2) Suppose that wires are strung 
so as to form the edges of a 

regular octahedron, one side of which 

is depicted at right. If an ant 
crawls along the wires starting at any point, 
never leaving the wires, and covering every 

portion of the wire .at' least once, what is the 
minimum distance it would have to travel if 
each side of each equilateral triangle forming 

the eight sides of the octahedron is one inch 
in length, for a total of 12 inches of wire 
to be traversed? 

(3) If lightbulbs are put at two different cor- 
ners of a square, two distinct patterns 

are possible: one in which the bulbs are at op-
posite ends of a side of the square, and one in 

which the bulbs are diagonally across from one 
another. If lightbulbs are put at four differ-
ent corners of a cube, how many distinct pat-
terns are possible? 

(4) If lightbulbs are placed at three differ-
ent vertices of a regular octahedron, how 

many distinct patterns are possible? 

many 
of a 

(5)  
vertices of a regular dodecahedron, how 
distinct patterns are possible? One side 
regular dodecahedron is depicted below. 

If lightbulbs are placed at two different 

END OF TEST 
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"frozen out" of the system, deprived of both grant money and the 

credibility necessary to get alternative funding. So money is usu-

ally obtained only by yielding control of one's scheduling func-

tion to money itself, or to those who have it. 

Thus, maintaining control of your scheduling function for the 

benefit of your own intellectual projects - what you call "intel-

lectual freedom" - makes it unlikely that you will accumulate 

large amounts of money. This implies a correlation between poverty 

and intellectual freedom, at least for those not in the inheri-

tance business. 

But familiarity with poverty is just as important for other 

reasons. It breeds contempt for blind materialism, giving you the 

strength to swim against the vortex of waste and overconsumption 

threatening our future. And it enhances compassion for that part 

of humankind living in squalor and deprivation, encouraging you in 

the search for and implementation of solutions. History shows that 

when the "haves" ignore the "have-nots", a turnabout is inevitable 

...particularly when the have-nots are in the vast majority. Since 

a violent turnabout could at this point spell the end of civiliza-

tion, and since you can't solve a problem without understanding 

it, a first-hand knowledge of poverty can be a beneficial thing, 

provided it doesn't interfere with your just purposes. 

By global standards, none of us is poverty-stricken. But by modern 

first-world standards, I grew up poor and have pretty much stayed 

that way. I'd like to acquire the means to spend all of my time 

solving problems of great depth, scope, and importance. But, being 

rational. I also want others - both of the present and future - 

to share the wealth of our species, including the ecological and 

biological diversity of this planet. Conspicuous concentration and 

consumption of resources without higher purpose is inconsistent 

with this end, and should not be encouraged by intelligent and 

conscientious people. 

Personal wealth does not necessarily imply a lack of compassion or 

an unrealistic worldview. But given the realities of human nature, 

it certainly promotes it. The evidence is all around you. I don't 

require that you shed all your worldly possessions and wander the 

countryside in sackcloth. But I do require that you reject smug 

materialism in the face of worldwide economic disaster. As an eco-

nomic strategy, it entails a huge collective risk and is therefore 

irrational. A mathematical proof can be constructed using the 

theory of metagames (see Noes's 45). 

The level of your criticism implies that you believe the CTIU to 

be no more substantial than any other theory involving "subjectiv-

istic" interpretations of probability, quantum theory, and so on. 

This would be an error. The C7MU is vastly more sophisticated than 

anything with which you could previously have been familiar (if 

the comment reported on the bottom of page 2. Noesis 
72 was made 

with knowledge of the CTMU, it proves that yet other members can't 

distinguish sophisticated from unsophisticated theories). Previous 

descriptions of the CTMU are nothing if not concise (read the syn-

opsis and footnotes of the Noesis 71 paper). It has already been 

extensively applied in Noesis. While some members still claim to 

disagree with the applications, they are flatly unable to say Wu 
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with any confidence that they will not 
to their recalcitrance. I am forced to 
whose appearance in Noesis would have 
the Society and the readership. While 
I'm through holding my breath. 

Because the CTMU is based on human reasoning itself, it cannot be 
successfully reasoned against by humans; it defines the exact 
relationship between subjective and objective reality, and thus 
between the structure of the human mind and the structure of the 
outward universe. If you were to argue chronically with yourself 
to the effect of annihilating your own capacity for reason, you'd 
be no less rational than one who compulsively resists the CTMU. 

When you write of "highly complex causality" and "the instant time 
began', you are squarely in CTMU territory. When you state that 
"we and the rest of nature are automata", you equate tne theories 
of psychology, nature, mild automata, and thereby embrace the only 
model that can do this consistently (the CTMU). Your own assump-
tions imply the model. You must either accept the CTMU, or abandon 
your assumptions and replace them with wrong ones. 

Re your views on Special Relativity: S.R. is based on the idea of 
the universe as a homogeneous isotropic sphere without center or 
boundary. it thus assumes that the algebraic structure of the uni-
verse has a subjectively distributed identity. For there to be an 
"absolute velocity" (or absolute space, time or mass), the physi-
cal universe would need to have a "preferred frame" akin to a 
"center of mass (or inertia)". Whether it does or not, the covari-
ance of physical laws - which makes it impossible to tell locally 
whether any frame is or is not preferred in this way - means that 
in effect, no frame is preferred. So the identity of the Lorentz 
transformation group is subjectively distributed, and space, time 
and mass have only relative meaning (space, time and mass are thus 
treated as subjectively-relativized information, a situation gen-
eralized in Noesis 71 as the empyreon). You call some special rel-
ativistic measurements 'illusory". But for something to be "illu-
sory', it must either be irrelevant to all real contexts, or there 
must be some realizable context in which it can be proven false. 
S.R. rules out any such context. 

Although you sometimes show insight to the numerical aspects of 
S.R., you must try to remember that all successful theories are 
based on general principles developed through sound logic. The 
logic always precedes the quantitative implications. This applies 
to both S.R. and the CTMU. It's been suggested that I provide the 
members with equations to toy with instead of asking them to 
follow the underlying logic. This would be the conceptual equiva-
lent of giving an infant a computer instead of a pacifier, or fil-
ling the pilot's seat of an airborne plane with someone who has 
persistently scorned flying lessons. So read this reply carefully; 
1 -won't respond further if it looks like you didn't. 

Finally, let me encourage you in what seers to be an avid search 
for truth. Someone with your strong ability to question prevailing 
notions has a head start in the search for knowledge. if you can 
succeed in mastering the logic of your theses, you may one day 
emerge as a thinker of the first rank. Chris Langan 
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TRIAL TEST 7 
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There is no fee to have your attempt at 
these five problems scored, but if you have not 
paid $25 for the entire series of tests you 
should at least enclose a stamped, self-
addressed envelope if you reside in the U.S. 

(1) Suppose an ant tries to crawl 
along the entire gridwork of 

wires shown at right starting at 
any point, covering every portion 
of wire at least once, and never 
leaving the wire. What is the minimum distance 
the ant must crawl in order to successfully ac-
complish its mission, given that each small 
square is one inch by one inch, for a total of 
24 inches of wire in all it must traverse? 

be instantly corrected. Due 
withhold other applications 
been highly advantageous to 
this situation may change, 
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